


Nomon fuses passion for jewelry and furniture design, creating an 
innovative project, where the complementary furniture becomes the 

main role with elegance, style and sophistication.

WE CREATE JEWELRY 
FOR YOUR HOME



Faithful to our style, we have created a new 
product typology, the light clock. A piece that 

goes beyond its function, creating environments 
with warm and intimate lighting.

OMBRA CLOCK
New 2024



Ombra generates a 
glowing halo, exploring 

the relation between light 
and our iconic clocks.



Nomon’s bestseller par excellence. Its double black fiberglass 
ring combines pieces of walnut with different metal details 

and perfectly symbolizes the essence of the brand. 

Inspired by jewelry and characterized by its curved, 
polished brass elements, its design represents 
a suspended hoop earring.
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With its timeless elegance, Nova Tables become 
more than just furniture, it converts into a statement 
piece that enhances the overall aesthetic of any space.

NOVA TABLES
New 2024





Tables in walnut, oak or 
black stained ash veneered.



Piece of great visual impact, where the table rests 
on a metal base and a solid wood body, achieving 

a total balance of the object.

PUNTERO TABLE
New 2024



Sophisticated vanity table inspired in a sensible woman.
Its jewelry box and softness shapes allure feminity to the design. 
Accompanied by a pouf upholstered in velvet and silk trimming.

TOCADOR



Sculptures made by 
craftsmen, whose hands 
embrace a luxury touch.

New concept of the classic suit valet, 
a seductive object that transforms our daily life.

GALÁN M



The Onfa models involves an ingenious 
technique with magnet, that allows 

us to easily direct the light.

ONFA WALL LAMP
New 2024

Designed by Goula Figuera







Nomon introduces a delicate lighting collection, 
where simplicity is the essence of its appeal. 
It stands out for the combination of metalic 
details with natural hand worked walnut. 

Designed by Andrés Martínez

LÍNEA COLLECTION



Sculptural floor lamp of warm and indirect ambient light. 
It creates an intimate and enveloping atmosphere.

LÍNEA D



A lamp collection full of personality. Composed of a set of bodies with 
unique shapes that have their own graphic language and character, 

individually, or combined with each other. 

Designed by Goula/Figuera

WOODEN DOTS COLLECTION



Models available in brass or graphite finished 
metal with circular details in walnut or color. 

Modelos disponibles en metal acabado dorado 
o grafito y detalles circulares en nogal o color.
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